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Abstract
Volume haptics has shown itself an effective way of enhancing precision and speed in interaction with medical or
scientific visualization. This paper presents a mixed solver
approach for the primitive-based volume haptics problem,
to provide the best performance for every volume haptics
application. For situations where the constraints are orthogonal we present a fast and high precision analytical
solver. For complex configurations requiring support for
non-orthogonal constraints we allow for fall-back on a numerical solver. The results show significantly improved performance with the analytical solver, allowing for higher
stiffness and thus feedback of higher quality, while still
allowing for transparent support for non-orthogonal constraints.
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Introduction

Methods for producing haptic feedback from volumetric
data have shown themselves to be a powerful addition to
volume visualization in exploratory tasks[5, 13, 10]. The
feedback can both provide physical guidance to help the
user find a feature, and generate haptic representations of
important information in the data, thus providing better understanding.
The first method available for interaction with volumetric data was the force functions-based approach[5, 12, 1, 2,
4, 6]. With this method the force is expressed as a vectorvalued function of the volumetric data. It is easy to implement and therefore popular, but representing features as
forces of varying strength and direction can, in some cases,
be too simplistic an approach. Also, force functions add
energy to the haptic control system, which provokes unstable behaviour. The constraint-based methods[11, 14, 10, 3]
avoid this by applying a decoupling scheme where each
haptic instrument, or probe, is internally represented by a
proxy point describing the point of interaction in a stable
and predictable manner. This proxy is used to simulate pas-

sive constraints, representing the volumetric data, throughout the volume. By letting the constraint yield to a material
specific force, occlusion is avoided and a continuous representation of the data can be presented, avoiding the need for
the user to explicitly select the region to probe.
The functionality of force functions and constraints have
been integrated in a single framework by the introduction of
haptic primitives in [9]. The haptic primitives form both an
abstraction layer for implementing haptic modes and a way
of removing a fundamental limitation of earlier methods[8].
The approach allows for free selection, configuration and
combination of haptic modes and intuitive and effective
means for implementing new modes. A core concept in
this approach is the force balancing, the minimization of
a vector-valued function.
This paper presents a mixed solver approach for minimizing the force balancing equation, to provide the best
performance for every volume haptics application. For the
common situation where all constraints are orthogonal we
present a fast and high precision analytical solver. For complex configurations requiring support for non-orthogonal
constraint we allow for fall-back on a numerical solver. The
following section describes the important principles of the
primitives-based approach. In section 3 the analytical solver
is presented and section 4 then gives an account of the numerical solver. The results and performance are presented
in section 5.
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Primitives-based Volume Haptics

The primitives-based approach to volume haptics forms
a hierarchical structure where low-level haptic primitives
are used as an abstraction of general haptic effects, and haptic modes use these primitives to form haptic interaction
schemes. The modes implemented using these primitives
can then be used to guide users through exploration of scientific or medical data, or even to generate haptic feedback
from surgery simulators.

2.1

Haptic Primitives

with respect to ~xproxy . All primitive parameters (position,
strength and orientation) are constant when estimating ~ε.
To simplify the expressions of ~ε we let · ~sx , / sq~,~x , k sq~,~x
and ⇒sq~ represent the force functions for the point, line,
plane and directed force primitives, respectively.

Haptic constraints are in this approach represented using
primitives of one, two and three degrees of freedom: plane,
line and point, respectively. Active forces and other force
functions are included through a fourth primitive: directed
force. A wide range of haptic effects can be generated by
simply superposition selected primitives from this set.
The approach is proxy-based, meaning that an internal
proxy point, ~xproxy , is used to represent the interaction
point, the point of contact, and to control the haptic behaviour. The force feedback is then calculated using the
coupling equation
f~ = −k (~xprobe − ~xproxy )

2.2

Haptic modes for volume exploration are implemented
by selecting haptic primitives and controlling their parameters, such as the orientation, as functions of the local data
at the proxy position, V (~xproxy ). The primitives are placed
at the location of the proxy point from the previous timeframe, so that the primitive generates the local haptic shape
at the probed position in the volume. This produces a haptic representation of the data at any position in the volume.
Here we show three examples of haptic modes for vector
data and one example of how these can be combined. Observe that these are just three examples of the wide range
of both possible and readily available haptic modes. For a
more comprehensive list of haptic modes, see [7].

(1)

Each haptic primitive is characterized by a simple vectorvalued force function of this proxy position as a part of
the process of finding the proxy position for the new timeframe. The primitives have the parameters strength, s,
position, ~x, and direction, a unit vector ~q. With ~e defined as the displacement of the primitive relative the proxy,
~e = ~xi − ~xproxy , the force functions are defined as:

Force mode The force mode pushes the haptic instrument
in the direction of the underlying vector field. It is easily
simulated using a force primitive with orientation specified
~ (~xproxy ). The strength of the
by the local field value, V
primitive is, to allow for extra control, controlled using a
transfer function, τforce (τ : R → R), of the magnitude of
~ (~xproxy ) ). The residual to minithe vector value, τforce ( V
mize is then expressed as

• Directed force, a position-independent force:
F~i (~xproxy ) = si ~qi
• Point, an attractor to a point in space:
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with respect to the new proxy position, ~x0proxy .

where m
~ is the vector to the closest point on the line
defined by ~x and ~q,
m
~ = ~e − ~q (~q · ~e)

Haptic Modes

Follow mode The follow mode generates an anisotropic
3D friction, so that moving the haptic instrument perpendicular to the vector field produces a resistance that requires a
certain force to overcome. This makes it easy to follow the
flow of the field, and provides a sense of the strength property through the feeling of resistance. The follow mode
is implemented using a line primitive with the orientation
parameter set to the normalized local vector of the data,
~ (~xproxy ). Also in this mode the strength is controlled
V
through a transfer function, τfollow , from the magnitude of
~ (~xproxy ) ). The residual to minthe vector value, τfollow ( V
imize for this mode is then expressed as

(5)

• Plane, a directed force which exists only on one side
of the plane defined by ~x and ~q:

0,
if ~e · ~qi ≤ 0
~
(6)
Fi (~xproxy ) =
si ~qi , if ~e · ~qi > 0
The proxy position for each time frame is then found by
balancing the force feedback, f~, from the coupling equation against the force from the primitives, by minimizing
the residual ~ε in
X
~ε = −f~ (~xproxy ) +
F~i (~xproxy )
(7)
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Surface mode To generate a surface-like feedback from
scalar data we use a plane primitive with the orientation set
to the gradient of the data. The primitive strength is controlled through a transfer function from the magnitude of
~ (~xproxy ) ). The balancing equathe gradient, τsurface ( ∇V
tion for this mode is then
~ε = −f~(~x0proxy )+ k
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primitives, onto the currently processed primitive. Thus, the
proxy is initially placed at the probe position, which represents a zero force feedback through the coupling equation
(equation 1). The haptic primitives are then applied in the
following order.
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(~x0proxy )

Proxy Movements

Force primitives The first haptic primitives to be applied
are the force primitives. These must be applied first, so
that any primitive that represents a constraint can modify
the forces applied by these force primitives. The order in
which the constraint primitives are applied, however, is not
important, but the order used here is more convenient than
many alternatives.
For each force primitive the proxy point is moved according to
si
~xn+1
xnproxy + ~qi
(12)
proxy = ~
k
and so ends up in a position that through the coupling equation represents the sum of the individual force vectors of
these primitives. Since the force field of the force primitive
is linear there are no restrictions on how the primitives are
configured or in which internal order they are applied.

(11)
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~x0proxy = ~xprobe

Figure 1. The proxy movements from first a
plane primitive and then a point primitive.

(~x0proxy ) (10)

Combined modes When two or more modes are used simultaneously their individual force function contributions
are combined linearly, as expressed by equation 7. The
combined residual to minimize for the force and follow
modes above becomes
~ε = −f~(~x0proxy )

~x1proxy

Analytical Solver

We have designed an analytical method for solving the
balancing equation (equation 7) and so find the position of
the proxy. This solver makes use of the common situation
where haptic primitives, co-located at a position, ~xpp , are
in configurations that produces orthogonal constraints. The
situation is then similar to that of earlier constraint-based
methods[11, 14, 10, 3]. These general prerequisites for this
solver are frequently fulfilled since
1. all primitives are generally placed at the old proxy position to generate a shape representation of the data at
the currently touched position

Plane primitives The proxy position now represents the
force from the force primitives, and the proxy is moved to
simulate the plane primitives. The proxy is moved towards
the plane defined by the primitive, but never past it, so the
proxy movement is defined by

2. the orientation of the primitives are generally controlled by the same data and sometimes even from the
same feature in the data.
An example of this is shown in the combination of the force
mode and the follow mode, equation 11, on the same vector data. The orthogonality requirement is not complete,
though, as there are other special but strictly defined allowed situations, similar to the viscosity feedback in [11].
The exact requirements for each haptic primitive are described in the following section.
The analytical solver is based on iterative movements the
proxy point in accordance with the haptic primitives in turn.
An example of the proxy movements with two haptic primitives is shown in figure 1. During these iterations the proxy
position represents the force exerted by the applied haptic

~xn+1
xnproxy + ~qi min (si /k, ~qi · ~e)
proxy = ~

(13)

where ~e is the primitive position relative to the current proxy
position, ~e = ~xi − ~xnproxy . Also, since the plane primitive is
single sided, this is only applied if the proxy currently is on
the right side of the plane, that is if ~qi · ~e > 0.
The plane primitives may be applied in any order, however all active plane primitives must be either mutually orthogonal, a proof is provided in [8], or coincide, either in
the same direction or opposing. In the case of orthogonal
plane primitives, the proxy movements of the primitives are
3

linearly independent. Two co-directional plane primitives
are merged into a single primitive by adding their strengths,
and two opposing plane primitives will never act simultaneously, since a plane primitive is only active if the proxy is
on the right side of the plane.
Observe that with support for the force primitive, it is not
known if a plane primitive is active until all force primitives
have been applied — a force primitive may push the proxy
to the other side of the plane and so deactivate a previously
active plane or vice versa. This is analogous with a flow
pushing the probe against the surface of an object — the
flow and surface forces may then cancel each other — or
a flow pushing the probe out of an object, the surface will
then not contribute to the force feedback.

q̂n

(a) The line constraint faces
the proxy, so it is always orthogonal to a plane orthogonal to the line.

are due to numerical errors in the floating point arithmetics.
The necessary proof is provided below.

3.2

=

~e min (si /k, |~e|)
+
|~e|

Proof of Correct Force Balancing

The success of this algorithm relies on the principle that
iterative ordered application of the primitives actually minimizes the balancing equation (equation 7). Below follows
a proof for the special case where one plane primitive, with
strength s1 and orientation ~q1 , and one point primitive, with
strength s2 , both located at ~xpp , produces a proxy position
that is in free balance outside their respective constraint, see
figure 1. Other configurations can be seen as special subsets
of this case. For example, the cases where the proxy ends
up at one or more constraints makes the proxy locked to
the primitive position in the constrained dimension, which
produces a trivial solution in that dimension. In the combination of multiple orthogonal plane primitives, or the
line/plane primitive case illustrated in figure 2(a), all proxy
movements are linearly independent. Also, the line/plane
primitives example illustrated in figure 2(b) is identical to
this example in the 2D subspace defined by the orientation
of the line primitive.
Iteratively moving the proxy position according to first
the plane primitive, from ~xprobe to ~x1proxy , and then the
point primitive, from ~x1proxy to ~x2proxy provides these equations:
s1
~x1proxy = ~xprobe + ~q1
(17)
k
s2 ~xpp − ~x1proxy
~x2proxy = ~x1proxy +
(18)
k ~xpp − ~x1proxy

(14)
(15)

Point primitives Last, the proxy point is moved to generate feedback from point primitives. Since all primitives
are co-located and point primitives are without orientation,
all point primitives can be merged by summarizing their individual strengths. The proxy is then moved towards the
primitive position,
~xnproxy

(b) When the line primitive
lies in a plane primitive, the
proxy is never moved past either constraint.

Figure 2. The two allowed line/plane primitive
configurations.

The line primitive generates a constraint facing the proxy, in
a manner similar to that used to implement the follow mode
in [3, 10], see figure 2. Thus, to guarantee that only orthogonal constraints are generated, all concurrently active
line primitives must be parallel. Such parallel line primitives are then merged into a single primitive by summarizing their individual strengths. The line primitives must also
be orthogonal to any plane primitives, to guarantee orthogonal constraints, see figure 2(a). Since the line primitive
always moves the proxy towards the common primitive position, ~xpp , in the plane defined by the current the proxy
position and the line orientation, ~qi , the line primitive may
also be parallel to the plane primitives, see figure 2(b). A
proof that shows the validity of non-orthogonal constraints
under these premises is provided section 3.2.

~xn+1
proxy

~xnproxy

~xpp
q̂n

~xpp

Line primitives When the proxy has been moved to represent the force and plane primitives, the proxy is moved
to generate feedback from the line primitives. The proxy
is moved towards the line defined by the primitive position
and orientation,
m
~ = ~e − ~qi (~qi · ~e)
m
~ min (si /k, |m|)
~
~xn+1
= ~xnproxy +
proxy
|m|
~

q̂m

~xnproxy

and using the resulting position, ~x2proxy , to calculate the
residual gives us

~ε = −k ~x2proxy − ~xprobe

(16)

The iterative movements of the proxy according to the
equations provided above produces a proxy position theoretically minimizing the balancing equation. Any differences

+s1 ~q1 + s2

4

~xpp − ~x2proxy
~xpp − ~x2proxy

(19)

By putting together the different parts and simplifying we
get, with α = ~xpp − ~xprobe − sk1 ~q1 ,
~
α
~ + sk2 |~α
α
~
α|
~ε = −s2
+ s2
~
|~
α|
α
~ + sk2 |~α
α|


s2
1
+
k|~
α
|
α
~
α
~

= −s2
+ s2 
= ~0
s2
|~
α|
|~
α
|
1+

(20)

(21)

k|~
α|

Figure 3. A screen shot from the virtual wind
tunnel setup.

Thus, the iterative proxy movements produces a correct
minimization of the balancing equation.
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Numerical Solver
where  is the machine epsilon. When this occurs the step
length is lowered by a reduction value, empirically optimized to 0.7. The loop is terminated when the step length
becomes lower than .
This approach converges and provides a solution that
gives consistent and smooth haptic feedback. Many operations, however, are performed close to the precision limit
of the floating point numbers used by the software, however,
which makes the result only accurate within a certain limit.
The discontinuities of the balancing equation causes the
convergence to be slow compared to the analytical solver,
which put extra strain on the CPU. Values on timings and
precision are listed in the results section.

If any of the requirements for the analytical solver is not
fulfilled, the solver fails and the system needs to fall back
on a more general solver that is capable of handling any
combination of haptic primitives, even non-orthogonal configurations. The force balancing equation can not be easily
solved analytically, as is shown in [8], but there are several
available numerical methods for finding the solution to similar problems, such as the Nelder-Mead Simplex Method.
The demands on high precision, to minimize accumulated
errors, however, narrows the number of alternatives. We
have chosen an approach based on steepest descent.
The steepest descent optimization approach iterates towards the solution with a direction defined by the gradient of the function, which is not available in equation 7.
Since the equation describes the balancing of forces, however, the residual vector describes the direction towards a
lower residual magnitude and is thus the direction for steepest descent. Thus, the proxy position from the previous haptic frame is used as initial position and the iteration towards
the solution is expressed as
~xn+1
xnproxy + l ~ε/|~ε|
proxy = ~

5

Both solvers have been integrated in the Volume Haptics Toolkit (VHTK)[7]. These solvers constitute a priority
chain so that the analytical solver is tried first but if it fails
the system can fall back on the numerical solver. This also
allows for additional special cases to be handled by individual solvers and allows the deactivation of a solver in case it
is known not to be able to provide a correct solution.
The solver chain has been tested on a virtual wind tunnel setup, see figure 3. In this setup we first use the follow
mode and the force mode on the flow data, a configuration
is supported by the analytical solver. The follow mode provides guidance and information about the orientation and
strength of the flow, and the force mode pushes the probe in
the direction of the flow and so provides a representation of
the direction of the flow. We then add the surface mode
to provide feedback from the pressure data of the windtunnel simulation. The combination of these three modes
with these two data sets does not generate only orthogonal
constraints, so the analytical solver fails. The system then
automatically falls back on the numerical solver and so successfully generates a correct solution and consistent force
feedback.

(22)

where l is the current step length.
Since the formula for ~ε is not linear, the iterations can not
be assumed to proceed directly towards the solution. In fact,
the path towards the solution in a setup with any constraint
is often a zigzag line, which complicates the specification of
the step length. We use the following heuristics to allow for
adjusting the step length during the iteration towards the solution. First the step length is initialized to a constant value
that works as a representative for the local space, currently
1 mm. This value is then used until the intermediate values
turn 90◦ or more, or the precision is too low for accurate
estimation of the angle, that is
~εn · ~εn−1 < 

Results

(23)
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Numerical Solver
Analytical Solver

Time
71 µs
11 µs

Residual
38.0 · 10−6 m
10.7 · 10−14 m
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Table 1. The time needed for the two solvers.
To compare the precision of the solvers we measure the
residual magnitude when the solver returns the resulting
proxy position. This value is not supposed to be zero (just
minimized) except for the case where the proxy is in balance, not following a constraint. Thusly, the residual in
free balance is what is tested here. The residual magnitude
for the analytical solver is always below 3 · 10−13 during
the test, while the numerical iterative descent-based solver
yields a residual between 8 · 10−8 and 9 · 10−5 . The machine epsilon is, in comparison, 2·10−16 . The mean residual
magnitude for the two solvers are listed in table 1.
This significantly increased precision of the analytical
solver allows an application to run at a higher stiffness without unwanted vibrations. The practical stiffness depends on
the type of device, but with our Desktop PHANToM we can
increase the stiffness from about 400 N/m to about 800 N/m
when working in most configurations.
The analytical solver also finds the solution considerably
faster than the numerical solver. Results from the windtunnel, listed in table 1, shows that it takes about 85% less
time.
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Conclusions

The haptic primitives is a powerful contribution to volume haptics — the approach provides an abstraction layer
that makes it easier to design and implement new haptic modes, and the technique allows for free combination
of different haptic modes in a scene-graph structure. The
mixed solver approach presented in this paper ensures that
the best performance is provided for every volume haptics
application. A fast and high precision analytical solver render the haptic feedback in the most common haptic configurations. The high precision allows for stable feedback with
higher stiffness constant in the coupling equation, which
gives better feeling of location and shape of features in the
volumetric data. In special situations where the analytical
solver fails, the system falls back on the more general numerical solver, capable of estimating the haptic feedback
also for non-orthogonal constraints.
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